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Fundamental Principles of Reincarnation 

Because in the West reincarnation is nearly universally regarded as merely a 
religious or ethnological belief, researchers have neglected to use its implications in 
solving some of the difficult problems in the life sciences. One of the most persistent 
of these problems has been determining the nature of life itself. In recent years, 
although there have been many theories put forth regarding the nature and origin of 
life in terms of chemicals, these theories do not provide sufficient answers to many 
questions pertaining to life. Many careful thinkers over the centuries have often 
expressed the idea that life phenomena cannot be described only in material terms, 
and many present-day scholars from various fields of study are questioning the 
existing paradigms of life. Indeed, a philosophical inquiry into the nature of life 
strongly suggests the possibility that there is life before birth, and life after death. 

This paper is an attempt to provide a basic theoretical framework from which to 
consider reincarnation scientifically. The scientific study of reincarnation may shed 
new light on many subtle phenomena inexplicable by currently accepted theories
phenomena such as the wide variety of living forms, innate abilities clearly not 
acquired from the environment, and near-death experiences. 

Before we discuss the scientific, theological, and philosophical aspects of 
reincarnation, it will be necessary to clearly determine the nature of life and its place 
in the cosmos. In recent years several scholars in various disciplines have shown 
great interest in studying reincarnation, but to study it meaningfully we must first 
know whether life is an eternal entity that transcends the temporary, physical body, 
or merely a combination of molecules moving according to the laws of physics and 
chemistry. Traditionally, science and religion have locked horns on this point, and 
here we will try to resolve the conflict by adopting the paradigm that offers the 
intellectually more satisfying account of life, in terms of our experience and percep
tions of life itself. 

The Reductionist Approach: Atoms and the Void 

Modern science deals primarily with the objective aspects of nature. Relying on 
an experimental approach based on limited sensory data, it has pursued the goal of 
unfolding the hidden laws of nature, and ultimately of finding the original cause of 
the world" we perceive. Most modern scientists now believe that blind physical laws 
and the laws of chance govern the cosmos. They say there is no designer, no creator, 
no God-no intelligence behind the whole cosmic phenomenon. Following this 
hypothesis, they attempt to explain everything, including life, in terms of the 
interactions of atoms and molecules, the familiar objects of study of physics and 
chemistry. 

Guided by this reductionist idea, many well-known scientists are openly criti
cizing traditional religious principles. British mathematician Paul Dirac is quoted in 
Werner Heisenberg's book Physics and Beyond as saying this: "If we are honest- and 
scientists have to be-we must admit that religion is a jumble of false assertions, with 
no basis in reality. The very idea of God is a product of human imagination .... I can't 
for the life of me see how the postulate of an Almighty God helps us in any way." 
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Echoed French scientist Jacques Monod in his Chance and Necessity: "The ancient 
covenant is in pieces; man knows at last that he is alone in the universe's unfeeling 
immensity, out of which he emerged only by chance. His destiny is nowhere spelled 
out, nor is his duty." 1 Molecular biologists and sociobiologists, as well as evolutionists, 
share these views, adding that religion is simply a mass of images, parables, and 
paradoxes that have no experimental support. 

Thus the reductionists conclude that since religion cannot describe reality, it 
has no practical value, and thus life and the cosmos should be understood in terms of 
molecules alone. The implication of this molecular model of life is that human existence 
ultimately has no meaning, no purpose, and no goal, because molecules per se have 
no inherent meaning or purpose. 

The Religious Approach: Belief in a Great Designer 

Those who adopt the religious approach, on the other hand, emphasize two 
aspects of the world we see that point to the existence of God. The first aspect is the 
grand design that displays itself wherever we turn our eyes: the precise workings of 
the universe-from the huge planets circling around the sun down to the electrons 
circling the nucleus, from the intricate circulatory and nervous systems of human 
beings down to the vein patterns in a maple leaf- prove there is a Grand Designer. It 
is just as childish, say the religionists, to think all this happened by chance as it would 
be to think that an airplane coming over the horizon has risen out of the sea 
automatically. No: pattern implies intelligence; a great pattern, great intelligence. 

The second aspect of the world that points to the existence of God is the nearly 
universal feeling among human beings that there are higher values in life like love, a 
sense of right and wrong, beauty, and even spiritual beatitude. Why should we 
conclude that universally revered souls like Jesus Christ, Hazrat Mohammed, Buddha, 
SrI K~I.la, and countless others who propounded deep religious doctrines were 
merely deluded or over-emotional fools? No, say the religionists, there are higher 
knowledge and higher values in life that cannot be explained by the physical sciences, 
and there is a God, under whose guidance everything is working. 

Which Belief System Best Explains the Origin and Nature of Ufe? 

The clash between science and religion is really a clash between two systems of 
belief. The scientists believe in chance, the religionists in God. We must decide 
rationally which system,of belief is superior in its ability to describe life and the 
cosmos. 

Now, the reductionists insist that the prime mover of this gigantic universe is 
nothing but the laws of chance, plus the simple causal principles of physics and 
chemistry. This concept, however, is in complete disharmony with what we actually 
experience in life. For exampl;' would it be satisfactory to say that an intricate 
computer network came about by chance, without the intelligent effort of an 
organizer? Would it make sense to claim that the vast city of New York arose by 
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chance? Then why claim as much, and more, for the universe as a whole and for the 
myriad living organisms that inhabit it? 

Religionists conceive that the prime mover in the universe is the supreme 
person - an all-knowing, omnipotent God. This approach has the appeal of account
ing for the higher aspects of human nature, as well as for the grand design in the 
cosmos. It recognizes the limitations of the human intelligence and human percep
tions. Every thoughtful person will agree that our sense perceptions are extremely 
limited, and that we often make mistakes and become illusioned. Indeed, the history 
of science abounds with false theories (such as the phlogiston theory and the theory 
of spontaneous generation) that were paraded with much fanfare and believed by 
almost everyone, only to be thoroughly disproved by subsequent investigators. Often 
an improvement in tools, such as the invention of the electron microscope and the 
radiotelescope, provides vast new data that opens up completely new vistas of 
investigation and destroys pet hypotheses. This being the history of science, it is 
quite reasonable to conclude that there exists a higher knowledge altogether beyond 
the reach of our sense perception, however magnified, and that material science 
alone cannot solve the ultimate mystery of nature. Linus Pauling agrees: "I don't 
think that there will ever come a time when we shall have a complete understanding 
of nature."2 

A First Step in Resolving the Conflict Between Science and Religion 

The conflict between science and religion arises because of a misunderstanding 
about the foundations of knowledge. There are two categories of knowledge: 1) 
knowledge of inert matter, and 2) knowledge of spirit, or life. Material science deals 
only with the knowledge of matter, and it tries to apply this' knowledge to the 
phenomena of life. It will be shown later that this approach has many flaws. Einstein 
once remarked, "I believe that the present fashion of applying the axioms of science 
to human life is not only entirely a mistake but has also something reprehensible in 
it."3 Needless to say, religious thinkers would agree. 

Briefly, then, science deals with the phenomena of matter,and true religion 
deals with the phenomena of the inner self, or spirit. If one recognizes that knowledge 
of matter alone cannot reveal the full truths of ultimate reality, there is no conflict 
between science and religion. To some, science and religion complement each other. 
Max Planck, for example, saw no conflict between science and religion, for he was of 
the opinion that by studying the world through the scientific approach, he was better 
able to appreciate the wonderful works of the Creator, as well as many inscrutable 
aspects of life. He was fully aware of the severe limitations of quantum mechanics in 
explaining life processes. 4 In this connection the Nobel physicist Eugene Wigner 
said, "Quantum mechanics cannot describe life and consciousness."5 

What is Ufe? 

Living bodies are made up of four major chemical elements: carbon (C), 
hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N), and oxygen (0). Thousands of molecules-large and 
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small and of various shapes and sizes- are generated by the simple arrangements of 
these elements. Now, most of the important chemicals found in living systems are 
polymeric. These include proteins, nucleic acids (DNA and RNA), carbohydrates, 
and so on. These polymeric molecules are formed from monomeric precursors. For 
example, proteins are formed from amino acids, nucleic acids from nucleotides, and 
cellulose from hexose sugars. These monomers are in turn synthesized from the 
aforementioned four elements- carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. Laboratory 
experiments on living cells simply show an interplay of innumerable chemical 
reactions, and when living cells are subjected to the powerful scrutiny of the electron 
microscope, only images of molecular frameworks are revealed. 

Basing itself on a mountain of laboratory data, the currently predominant 
scientific theory holds that life is a coordinated chemical reaction. This theory 
involves the basic assumption that the various life forms we see today originated by 
chance in an ancient chemical environment, the "primordial soup," and that they 
have developed by the influence of chance and blind mechanical laws acting over a 
long time period. In the words of Jacques Monod, "Chance alone is at the source of 
every innovation, of all creation in the biosphere. Pure chance, absolutely free but 
blind, is at the very root of the stupendous edifice of evolution: this central concept 
of modern biology is no longer one among other possible or even conceivable 
hypotheses. It is today the sole conceivable hypothesis, the only one that squares 
with observed and tested fact."6 This is the neG-Darwinian concept. According to 
this idea, as time passed the action of various forms of energy-ultraviolet rays from 
the sun, lightning, ionizing radiation, and heat-caused the small and simple mole
cules to combine together to form the bio-monomers (amino acids, for example), 
and these bio-monomers in turn gave rise to bio-polymers (such as proteins and 
nucleic acids). It has been assumed that by the proper interactions, the self
organization of these molecules took place, and life eventually arose. 

Unfortunately this theory, however attractive it may be, will remain only a 
theoretical model until its propounders can actually produce some form of life in the 
laboratory by chemical reactions. Let's look at what progress has been made along 
these lines to date. 

Assuming that the primitive atmosphere was of a reducing kind, Stanley Miller 
passed an electric discharge through a gaseous mixture of ammonia, water vapor, 
carbon dioxide, and hydrogen. 7 The reaction product was found to contain aldehydes, 
carboxylic acid, and some amino acids. Since amino acids are the basic building 
blocks of protein molecules, which in turn are the fundamental components of living 
cells, Miller's experiment has been regarded as a landmark in the case for chemicals' 
being the origin of life. Subsequent experiments in the study of the origin of life 
involved some changes in the components of the reactants. When the simple 
molecules of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) were subjected to ultraviolet radiation, the 
basic building blocks of nucleic acids (the purines, adenine and guanine) were 
synthesized. In experiments simulating the earth's presumed primitive atmosphere, 
the simple molecules of formaldehyde (CH20) were generated, and these simple 
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formaldehyde molecules in turn underwent various base-catalyzed condensation 
reactions to produce innumerable sugars. These are regarded as the progenitors of 
biological sugars. The action of ultraviolet light and ionizing radiation on solutions 
of formaldehyde produced the sugar molecules ribose and deoxyribose, which are 
the components of nucleic acids. 

Practically speaking, then, at this stage of scientific knowledge most of the 
important chemicals found in the living cell (including the gene) can be synthesized 
in the chemical laboratory. And those in the forefront of microbiology and biochem
istry have made a vigorous effort to put all the necessary chemicals together and 
prepare the first synthetic living organism. Unfortunately, there are no life symptoms 
visible when all these chemicals are combined. Even without taking so much trouble 
to synthesize all these chemicals, scientists can simply isolate the necessary chemicals 
from an already living body and then recombine them. If life were a chemical 
combination, scientists could actually make life in the test tube by assembing all the 
necessary chemicals. However, they cannot do this. Thus there are abundant reasons 
for dou bting that life is a chemical process. 

True, in the last few decades great advancements have been made in the fields of 
cell biology, molecular biology, and biochemistry. Indeed, the discovery of the genetic 
code and many metabolic pathways of the living systems are products of brilliant and 
dedicated researchers. And because of the great successes of science and technology 
in many areas of human endeavor (medicine, agriculture, space science, and so on) 
inquisitive and enthusiastic scientific minds are tempted to believe that the brilliant 
ambition to synthesize life in the test tube will one day be fulfilled. Scientific and 
popular journals have thus reported many claims that certain molecular arrangements 
might give rise to life. They present, for example, the coacervate droplets of Oparin 
and the protenoid microspheres of Fox as forerunners of a living cell. However, a 
close look at these entities reveals them to be purely physico-chemical phenomena. 
Coacervate droplets are wholly explicable in the realm of micellar chemistry, and 
Fox's microspheres are explicable in terms of the chemistry of peptides and polypeptides. 

Therefore, despite great scientific discoveries and achievements, the bright 
hope and enthusiasm for understanding life in molecular terms seem to be losing 
ground, and many prominent scientists in various fields are beginning to doubt the 
validity of this concept. In a book called Biology Today, Nobel-Prize-winning chemist 
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi remarked, "In my search for the secret of life, I ended up with 
atoms and electrons, which have no life at all. Somewhere along the line, life ran out 
through my fingers. So, in myoid age, I am now retracing my steps .... "8 

Not only do molecules, atoms, and electrons lack life symptoms, but also the 
chemical view of life does not correspond with life's observed subtleties- human 
beings' unique feeling, willing, and thinking capacities, for example. If life were an 
interplay of molecules, we should be able to explain these su btle aspects of life in 
terms of molecules alone. What will be the genetic component or molecule that 
induces the friendly feeling of love and respect among people? Which molecule or 
genetic code will be responsible for the subtle artistic nuances in Hamlet or Bach's 
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Mass in B Minor? Can a mechanistic view of life account for human life's value- and 
goal-oriented nature? That there are no plausible molecular mechanisms to explain 
subtle aspects of life makes it reasonable to propose that life transcends physics and 
chemistry. 

A New Paradigm for Ufe and the Absolute Truth 

If life were accepted as a totally temporary material phenomenon, then the idea 
of a previous or future life of a living being would be eliminated, and with it the 
question of reincarnation. Of course, as we have seen, there is every reason to 
believe that life is transcendental to matter and thus independent of the physico
chemical laws that govern matter. What we need now, to study reincarnation scientifi
cally, is a new scientific paradigm that will explain the origin of life, its characteristics, 
and how it behaves in the world of matter. 

Before discussing this new scientific paradigm, it will be 'useful to briefly discuss 
the nature of the Absolute Truth. As mentioned earlier, according to modern science 
the Absolute Truth (which is defined as "the ultimate cause of all phenomena", 
seems to be vaguely incorporated into the physical laws called the laws of nature. In 
other words, modern science posits the Absolute Truth as blind, impersonal, and 
wholly within the framework of the push-pull mechanisms of atoms and molecules. 
Now, if nature were simply an array of particles moving according to mathematical 
equations, it should be possible to predict events such as birth, death, accidents, etc. 
with the help of these equations. Indeed, it should be possible to understand all the 
intricacies of life-past, present, and future-in terms of mathematical equations. 
However, all careful thinkers, especially the scientists, know that this is impossible
that a purely mathematical approach to the understanding of life is too restrictive 
and very unsatisfying. Therefore we need a new paradigm for the origin and nature 
of life. 

The new scientific paradigm we are proposing, which accounts for both the 
subtle complexities of life and the apparently non-physical character of the Absolute 
Truth, comes basically from the scientific and theological background of the Vedas. 
According to the ancient wisdom outlined in the Bhagavad-gitii (a basic Vedic text), 
the Absolute Truth is the supreme person, possessing supreme consciousness and 
supreme intelligence. In other words, the Absolute Truth is a supremely sentient 
being. The Absolute Truth emanates two energies: the inferior energy, called apiira
prakrti in Sanskrit and characterized by inanimate matter; and the superior energy, 
which is composed of iitmas, the living entities. The iitmas are called the superior 
energy because they possess consciousness, which is the main feature that distin
guishes life from matter. 

The behavior of inanimate matter can be described to some extent in terms of 
the push-pull mechanisms operating on molecular, atomic, and sub-atomic levels, 
and these push-pUll mechanisms can in turn be described by using simple mathe
matical equations. However, as we have already pointed out, there are no mathe
maticallaws that can describe the phenomena of life and its variegated activities. 
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Therefore, life is clearly transcendental to material laws and can be defined, accord
ing to the Vedas, as "the non-physical, fundamental particle called the iitma, which is 
characterized by consciousness." 

Since life is non-physical and non-chemical, the mathematical laws that govern 
the activities of inert matter dp not apply to life. However, it is reasonable to suppose 
that there must be some laws that govern life. According to the Bhagavad-gftii, these 
are higher-order natural laws incorporating free will. (As we shall see later, free will 
plays a very important role in reincarnation.) It is clear that the existing scientific 
models and tools cannot grasp these higher-order natural laws, but it is conceivable 
that the parapsychological experiments now underway in many quarters may provide 
at least some clue as to the nature of these laws. Thus there is a vast area for further 
research in the fields of parapsychology and psychology that may help us understand 
the science of life and its variegated activities. 

The Properties of Ufe (the Atma) 

There are innumerable iitmas (living entities), each possessing a quantum of 
consciousness. Each atma resides temporarily in an ephemeral biological form, 
according to the atma's consciousness. Consciousness is caused by the atma itself, 
but the content of this consciousness is caused by the interactions of the atma with 
the particular body it occupies. The material body can be divided into two categories: 
the gross and the subtle. The subtle body is made up of mind, intelligence, and the 
apparent self (or the false identification of one's self with the material body). The 
gross body is made up of the five gross elements-solid matter, liquids, radiant 
energy, gases, and ethereal substances. The interaction of the individual iitma with 
the gross and subtle bodies produces inconceivably complex reactions, which cannot 
be explained by simple chemistry and physics in the living cell. That is why chemistry 
and physics cannot explain why there is so much difference between a living body 
and a dead body. Simply put, when the individual living being leaves the body, the 
live body becomes dead matter-although all the chemicals necessary for the 
functioning of the living organism are still present. 

The specific properties of life can be enumerated, in summary, as follows: 1) it is 
the superior energy of the Absolute Truth; 2) it exists in the form of an infinite 
number of individual quanta of consciousness (the atmas); 3) it is eternal, i.e., it is 
never created or destroyed; 4) it is ever-fresh, or undecaying; 5) it is different from 
the body (the field of the atma's activities), being its knower and observer; 6) it is 
changeless; 7) it is self-illuminated; 8) it spreads throughout the body in the form of 
consciousness. These qualities of life are beyond the realm of molecular interactions. 

Consciousness and the Biological Form 

According to the information given in the Vedas, the varieties of life forms are 
products of the combinations and permutations of the three modes of material 
nature (goodness, passion, and ignorance). The life forms are just like temporary 
houses or apartments of various sizes, shapes, and colors, in which the eternal self, or 

• 
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living being, temporarily resides. The biological forms, governed by the three modes, 
put a constraint on the qualities and activities of the living beings' consciousness. 
Thus the individual being in a tiger's body will desire to roar loudly and kill animals 
for food, while the living being in a swan's body will desire to fly gracefully and swim 
on the surface of lakes. Even in the same family we see differences caused by the 
activities of the three modes of nature. Although all animals are in the mode of 
ignorance, they are influenced by the modes of goodness and passion in varying 
degrees. Cows, for example, are very simple, and their behavior is very mild; they are 
influenced by the mode of goodness to some extent. The ferocious nature of lions 
and tigers, on the other hand, reveals their passionate consciousness; while camels 
are almost completely in the mode of ignorance. In a similar manner, in the family of 
birds the swans are very noble and gracious, showing symptoms of goodness; hawks, 
eagles, and peacocks are predominantly in the mode of passion; and vultures and 
crows are predominantly in the mode of ignorance. Although the biological forms in 
the same family are similar in nature, the consciousness and behavior of these birds 
and animals are different. Thus there are millions of forms where the eternal self, of 
living being, temporarily resides, displaying its behavior according to how the three 
modes of material nature affect its consciousness. 

Reincarnation and the Change of Body 

Now the following question arises: What determines the particular biological 
form and type of consciousness that a living being acquires? To answer this question, 
let us first investigate the transformations of form and consciousness that occur 
within one lifetime. 

As mentioned earlier, consciousness and biological form are interrelated. Thus 
a child's body and its conscious development are different from those of its youthful 
stage, and so on. In principle, then, as the body changes from infancy to old age, the 
living being, or atma, actually passes through many bodies of various ages and 
varieties of conscious development. Thus the body changes, but the eternal living 
being within the body-the self-remains the same. Biological science confirms this. 
In his book The Human Brain, John Pfeiffer points out, "Your body does not contain 
a single one of the molecules that it contained seven year ago." The movement of the 
living entity through numerous bodies within one lifetime-something we can all 
verify by a little introspection- can be termed internal or continuous reincarnation. 

But what about the living being's passage to a new body at the time of death? To 
the author's knowledge, reports in the literature on the study of reincarnation are 
based primarily on scattered data regarding some children's memories of previous 
lives. This information comes mainly from India, SrI Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Viet
nam, and some areas of western Asia. 9 Although this information certainly supports 
the theory of reincarnation, it does not provide us with a scientific foundation from 
which to study reincarnation, because the vast majority of people cannot remember 
their past lives. Therefore we must consult a source of information more reliable 
than haphazard memory. All things considered, we find that the Vedas are the best 
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Internal 
Reincarnation 

Ag. I. As the body changes from Infllncy to old IIge, the living entity act ually passes 
through many bodies 01 various IIge5 and varie ties of consdOU5 development. This 
process is called inlernll l reinca rnlliion. 

9 

source of info rmal io n aboul Ihese maners. In the Bhagal'ad·gfld. for example, Lord 
K~lJa very clearly explains rein carn al io n 10 His friend and devOlee Arju na. The 
Lord says, "Just as a person puiS o n new garments, giving up the o ld ones, similarly 
the individual living enli ty acce pts new mate rial bodies, giving up the old and useless 
o nes" (Bg. 2.22). "Just as the embodied living entity passes, in one body, from 
boy hood to youth to o ld age, so the living entity similarly passes into another body at 
d ealh~ (8g. 2.13). Lord K~~lJa further expla ins that the mind is the mec hanism 
underlying all these rein carnal ions: "Whatever stale o f being one remembers when 
he quits his body, thai state he will attai n wi[hout fail in his next life" (8 g. 8.6). So, the 
living entilY in a man's body could go into t he body of an an imal, a bird, an insect, a 
plant, and so o n. This journey of the self, o r living enlilY, into different bodies can be 
referred to as external or discontillu ous reincamatiOll. 

To illustrate how ex.ernal reincarnatio n wo rks, we will briefly relate the sto ry o f 
King Bharata, o ne o f the great personalities in Vedic histo ry. The fo11wing excerpt is 
tak en fro m the Srfmad-Bhiigal'alOm. the fo remost o f the e ighteen Puriif}as: 

One day. arter King Bharala had lake n his bath as usual in the River Ga!1~akt . 

he waschanling his mal/Ira when he saw a pregnant dee r come to the riverbank to 
drink water. Suddenly the thundering roar of a lion resounded throughout the 
forest. The deer was so frightened that it immed iately gave birth to its calL It 
crossed the ri"er. but then died immediately thereafter. Bharata took compassion 
o n the motherless calL rescued it from the water. took it to his ashram . and cared 
for it a[feclionately. He grad ually became attached to Ihis young deer. and he always 
thought of it with love. 
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As the deer grew up it became Bharata's constant companion, and he always 
took care of it. Gradually he became so absorbed in thinking of this deer that his 
mind became agitated, he reduced his meditative disciplines, and he fell away from 
his mystic yoga practice. Once, when the deer was absent, Bharata was so disturbed 
that he began to search for it. While searching and lamenting the deer's absence, 
Bharata fell down and died. Because his mind was fully absorbed in thinking of the 
deer, he naturally took his next birth in the womb of a deer" (Srimad-Bhtigavatam, 
Canto 5, Chapter 8). 

As we have mentioned earlier, there is a subtle body, made up of mind, intelli
gence, and apparent self. In either kind of reincarnation, internal or external, the 
living being is carried by the subtle body under the law of karma. The word karma is 
a Sanskrit term that can be defined as "the function and activity 'of the living entity 
within the framework of his free will and under the influence of the three modes of 
material nature over a span of time." For every action that an individual living being 
performs, he must undergo an appropriate reaction. For example, if someone is very 
charitable toward educational institutions, in his next life he may be very wealthy 
and receive an excellent education. On the other hand, if one performs or undergoes 
an abortion, he (or she) will suffer the same fate in the next life. Thus we arrive at a 
definition of reincarnation according to the Vedic information: "The continuous 
journey of the living entity from one body to another, either internally or externally, 
under the stringent laws of his individual karma." 

As long as the individual living being is under the influence of the three modes of 
material nature, he will continually reincarnate in various species of life according to 
the laws of karma. This is true because when the gross body is finished, the plans of 
the living entity are stored within the mind (subtle matter), and by the help of higher
order natural laws involving karma, the living entity gets the facility to give these 
plans shape in his next life. This explains why there are so many biological forms at 
various levels of consciousness. Chemical evolutionists try to explain the various 
biological forms as a product of mutations, but at the same time there are many 
reports that mutations are usually very harmful and result in reduced likelihood of 
the mutant's passing on the change to the next generation. This is another area where 
investigation could yield much information about the subtle aspects of life. 

The Mechanism of Reincarnation 

As explained above, the self, or individual living entity, is contained within two 
types of material bodies- the gross body and the subtle body. These bodies develop 
and function only because of the presence of the self within them. In other words, it 
is the individual consciousness that animates inert matter. Furthermore, these material 
bodies are temporary coverings of the eternal self: they have a beginning and an end 
and are controlled at all times by the stringent laws of nature, which act under the 
strict supervision of the paramiitma, the Supreme Self or Supreme Consciousness. 
When the gross body is worn out and uninhabitable, the self and the subtle body 
leave it. This is what we commonly call "death." Now, the subtle body, which 
accompanies the self during the transitional state between death and birth, contains 
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a record of all the living entity's thoughts, activit ies. and desires, and it is these that 
determine what kind of gross body the living ent ity will inhabit in his nex t incarnation. 
Thus, by the laws of karma and under the direction of paramiitma. the living entity 
reincarnates in a body just suitable to his mentalily-a change we com monly call 
"birth." This is, basically, the mec hanism of re incarnatio n . 

The Mechanism of Reincarnation 

Subtle body -+ 

Gross body 

fig. 2 

The mechan ism o utlined above provides a partial ex planation fo r the many 
cases o f out-of-body and near-death ex peri ences that have recently been reported. It 
also provides some background to ex plain such pheno mena as hypnotic regressio n 
into past lives, astral travel. and vario us o ther altered states of conscio usness (such as 
that whichyogfs experience). The point to emphasize is that the self can travel with 
the subt le body under varied circumstances. A careful study of these phe nomena in 
light o f the above mechanism will lead to new insights into the science o f the self. or 
the science of life. 

Evolullon and Devolution of Consciousness 

Darwinian evo lutio n, or in modern times chemical evolution, assumes that it is 
strictly the morphology of an o rganism th at evolves. Chemical evolutio nary theory 

(contillued all page 14) 
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Devolution 01 Consciousness 

Fig. 3. The human form of life is. junction. In which 
(be Individual living enlilY's bee will Is fully deYel· 
oped. 8y misusing his free will tbe living coilly 
associa tes with che lower modes of malerl.1 "BUne 
and reincarnates In lower forms of life. This Is 
devolullon of con.sclousness. 
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Evolution 01 Consciousness 

FIg. 4. On the o ther hand, if the living entllY uses hili 
free will properly and (b es his consciousness on the 
Supreme Self, he evolves to a higher pla tfo rm . The 
highest plad orm 01 evolutio n Is God-consclousness, 
o r Kr~~a consciousness, where in one becomes 
completely free from the influence of the materia l 
modes aDd surrenders to ta lly 10 the Supreme Self. 
This consciousness- pure devotion 10 God-is the 
original, COnslilulional position of . Ulivlng ~ing5. 
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provides no information about the evolution of consciousness. However, the Vedic 
literatures give us the information that it is not the body that evolves but rather the 
living being's consciousness. And this evolution of consciousness takes place by the 
process of the living being's transmigration from one body to another. Those living 
entities that are below the human form of life never violate the laws of nature; they 
have no choice but to follow them. So their transmigration is strictly unidirectional
from less conscious forms to more conscious forms. Thus microbes, plants, birds, 
and animals all evolve until they reach the human form of life. 

However, when the individual living being comes to the human form of life, his 
consciousness is fully developed, and along with it his free will. Thus the individual 
being in the human form of life can be obstinately rebellious against the laws of 
nature, or he can be completely harmonious with the laws of nature. In o'ther words, 
he can exercise his free will either to evolve to a higher plane of consciousness or to 
revert to a lower stage. From the human form of life, if the individual living being so 
desires, he can escape the continuous cycle of transmigration from one form of body 
to another. This can be done by using his free will properly. On the other hand, if he 
exercises his free will improperly, then he can go back to the lower species. And this 
is called devolution of consciousness- the passage of the living being from higher 
consciousness to lower consciousness-which intelligent men wish to avoid. 

The entire purpose of education in the Vedic culture is to mold one's life in such 
a way that one's consciousness will evolve to a higher plane. Vedic wisdom therefore 
prescribes that since material knowledge is imperfect and impermanent, we must 
cultivate spiritual knowledge-spoken of variously as knowledge of the soul, the 
science of self-realization, or knowledge of the atma (atma-jflana). If we fail to 
cultivate atma-jnana in this life, we may devolve and lose the opportunity for many 
births. That is why all Vedic texts declare that the human form of life is the turning 
point in the development of consciousness. 

The eternal wisdom of the Vedas instructs us that the goal of all knowledge is to 
be free from the repeated cycle of birth and death. The intelligence of all forms of 
life below human beings is insufficiently developed to understand the science of self
realization. Therefore the Vedanta-sutra (Aphorisms on Ultimate Knowledge) says 
that in the human form of life one must inquire into the nature of the Absolute Truth. 
We must begin by asking such questions as these: "Who am I?" "Where do I come 
from?" "What is the purpose of my existence?" "How can I get out of the cycle of 
repeated birth and death?" We should investigate the answers to all these questions 
very thoroughly. This is the beginning of the science of self-realization, or the science 
of the study of life. 

Bhakti-yoga: the Process for Breaking the Chain of Birth and Death 

The systematic process for studying the self is called bhakti-yoga. Bhakti-yoga 
is, once again, a Sanskrit term meaning "the spiritual discipline by which one links up 
with the Absolute Troth, the Supreme Person, in love." The basic tenet of bhakti
yoga is that in order to get accurate knowledge concerning the Absolute Truth, one 
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must train the mind properly so that it is eligible to receive the knowledge coming 
from the higher source. We have already discussed how our new scientific paradigm 
describes the Absolute Truth as supremely sentient, and that everything-matter, 
life, knowledge, and so on-comes from that absolute source. In order to receive 
real knowledge, one's mind must be free from the contamination of the lower modes 
of nature. One of the main impurities is the false pride, or hubris, that impels us to 
believe we can understand everything by the process of experimental knowledge. 
We must give up this hubris, control the mind, and make it harmonious with nature. 
To control and train the mind, we must follow certain disciplines, one of the most 
basic of which is to hear proper sound vibrations. These sound vibrations are called 
mantras, which literally means "sound vibrations that can deliver the mind." The 
most important mantra given in the Vedas is the Hare Kr~l)a mantra: Hare Kf~l)a, 
Hare K~l)a, Kf~l).a Kr~l).a, Hare Hare/Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare 
Hare. Chanting this mantra regularly is the easiest and most effective method for 
purifying the mind of all influences of the lower modes of nature. 

The gold we obtain from a gold mine is usually in a very impure state, but by a 
chemical purificatory process we can refine pure gold from it. Similarly, when the 
mind is contaminated by the material modes of nature, it becomes impure. We have 
to remove these impurities by chanting the Hare Kr~l)a mantra. Gradually our 
consciousness will become purer and purer, and our real identity will be revealed to us. 

Thus, by developing pure consciousness we can revive our original identity as 
purely spiritual beings, uncontaminated by the modes of nature. In this stage we do 
not identify ourselves any longer with the body- gross or subtle-and we are on the 
plane of God consciousness, or K~l)a consciousness. Thus we are free of reincarnation 
once and for all. 
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(b) To investigate closely the predominant theories of modern science, particularly 
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to formulate new scientific paradigms (involving higher-order natural laws, psycho
logical laws, and so on) that take into account hitherto unexplained phenomena 
pertaining to life and consciousness. 

(c) To show how these new paradigms bear on recent developments in modern 
biology, biochemistry, sociobiology, socioeconomics, and biomedical ethics (including 
ethical questions raised by research in such fields as recombinant DNA, genetic 
engineering, organ transplantation, and death). 

(d) To design and conduct experiments in the above areas of scientific and 
academic concern. Institute members will perform these experiments with the help 
of the most modern scientific techniques, and the experimental results will enable 
them to test the validity of the new paradigms. 

Scholars and students are invited to address any comments, queries, or criticisms 
concerning the content of this paper or the work of the Institute to either address 
given on the title page of this pamphlet. 
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